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Abstract: Bucket-wheel excavators (BWEs) are subjected to vibrations produced by the excavation process.
The boom of the BWE supports and is used to position the bucket-wheel at cutting heights up to 30 meters.
The frequency of the vibrations induced by the excavation process is dependent on the number of installed
buckets, and the rotation speed of the bucket-wheel. In this paper we propose a model for the boom for
which modal analysis is performed. Based on the modal analysis, for the excavation forces we have studied
the frequency response of the excavator boom.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ERc 1400-30/7 model BWE (figure 1)
is a continuously digging equipment used in
open-pit coal mines. It digs overburden or coal
using an array of buckets mounted on the
circumference of a rotating wheel, while
simultaneously moving the material to its
discharge point with the help of conveyors
mounted on its structure.

Fig.1. The studied model BWE
(1 – bucket, 2 – bucket-wheel, 3 – boom of the
bucket-wheel, 4 – boom of the conveyor belt,
5 – pivoting mechanism, 6 – hoisting cables, 7 –
conveyor belt)

The actual tool of the BWE is the bucketwheel. This rotates, and at the same time, it
performs a pivoting horizontal movement using
its boom and a vertical positioning at the
desired height using the hoisting cables.
2. MODELLING OF THE ERC 1400-30/7
BWE BOOM
The boom of the BWE is a load-supporting
spatial structure. It is sectioned into three parts
(Figure 2): 1 – the connection part of the boom
to the rest of the excavator, allowing both the
slewing and the horizontal positioning of the
boom, 2 – the middle part which has a support
role for the discharge conveyor belt, and 3 – the
support part of the bucket wheel which also
houses the drive mechanism and has the
hoisting cables attached.

Fig.2 The parts of the model of the BWE boom
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The middle part of the boom (figure 3) has the
following parts: an upper and a lower chord,
each made of two longitudinal load bearing
beams (coloured in red), struts (coloured in
green) and wind bracings (coloured in yellow) as
well a left and a right girder, each made of
vertical struts (coloured in grey) and wind
bracings (coloured in blue).

Fig.4. The bucket-wheel model

2.2. Modelling of the bucket-wheel drive
mechanism kinematic chain
Fig.3. The middle section of the BWE boom

From a structural point of view, this part is a
truss made up of vertical, horizontal and
inclined beams which are subjected mainly to
bending (flexural) stresses. In addition to the
bending stress there are shear forces, axial
forces and torsional forces acting on the
structure. Discretization used in the finite
element analysis involves the following
options:
- choosing solid type finite elements in case
the analysed body has comparable dimensions
on the three coordinate axes;
- choosing surface type finite elements
(shells) if the analysed body is assimilated with
a metal sheet;
- choosing beam type finite elements if we
have to evaluate a structural model.

The drive mechanism of the bucket wheel is
a kinematic chain consisting of the following
parts (figure 5): the electric motor – 1, the
flexible coupling – 2, the gear-box – 3, the drive
shaft – 4, the bucket-wheel reducer gear – 5, the
bucket-wheel – 6 (cutting buckets – 6.1,
cutting-loading buckets – 6.2), and the bucket
wheel axle – 7 [4], [7].
All these elements are modelled by a
uniform distributed mass (figure 6). The
placement of the bucket-wheel model is also
shown in this image.

Fig.5 The parts of the drive mechanism
of the bucket wheel

2.1. The bucket-wheel modelling
The rotor (bucket-wheel) is the main
functional part of the excavation process which
causes stresses to the boom [2], [3], [4].
We created a simplified model, similar in
size to the real one, for the bucket-wheel,
(figure 4). The static stress exerted on the boom
by the bucket-wheel is determined by its
weight. We imposed a density of δ = 373

kg
on
m3

the material of the model, so that the model has
a similar mass to that of the real bucket-wheel.

Fig.6 Model of the drive mechanism
using a uniform distributed mass
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2.3. Modelling of the conveyor belt mounted
on the BWE boom
The conveyor installed on the boom was
modelled as a remote load/mass (fig. 7). The
technical documentation of the BWE gives a
value of 25,000 kg for this [6].

Fig.8 Model of the boom hoisting cables
using two springs

Fig.7 Model of the conveyor installed on the boom
as a remote mass

2.4. Modelling the boom hoisting cables
The 10 galvanised hoisting cables (type
WS40-6x36) used for lifting the boom to the
working position and support its weight are
modelled by two springs which are subject to
extension (figure 8). Their equivalent constant
of elasticity is equal to 35x106

N
per cable. [6].
m

The major static strains exerted on the
bucket-wheel and the part that generates these,
are shown in Table 1. The description of the
SolidWorks Simulation specific load type is
also detailed.
Figure 9 shows the nodal network of the
beam structure of the BWE boom, and the
coordinate system used as reference for the
interpretation of results.

No
1
2
3
4

External static stress
The conveyor system of the boom
The drive mechanism kinematic chain
A simplified bucket-wheel model
The boom hoisting cables

Fig.9 The nodal network of the beam
structure and the coordinate system

3. THE MODAL ANALYSIS OF THE
BOOM MODEL OF THE BWE
3.1 Theoretical considerations regarding
modal analysis
A rigid body which does not possess any
movement restrictions displays 6 movement
components within a system of coordinates: 3
translations noted ( u1 , u2 , u3 ) and 3 rotations
noted

( r1 , r2 , r3 ) .

These determine how many

degrees-of-freedom (DoF) the rigid body has.
(figure 10) [1].
Unit

Value

Kg

25 x103

Kg
Kg
N/m

Table 1
SolidWorks® type
Remote loads / mass

29.5 x10

3

Distributed mass

39.6 x10

3

Part

2x35x10

6

Spring
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• the Effective-Mass Participation Factor
(EMPF) for that vibration;
• the structure’s deformation shape.
The number of the vibration modes is equal
to the number of the degrees-of-freedom (DoF)
of the structure that vibrates.
The fundamental vibration mode of a
structure or mode 1, corresponds with the lowest
specific frequency. The other modes are called
superior order specific modes and, if k is a
random specific mode of the structure (k=1, …,
N) then it is possible to write:
Fig.10 A rigid body’s degrees-of-freedom (DoF)
in the local coordinates system

The discrete systems subject to vibrations are
characterized by the fact that mass and elasticity
can be separated conceptually so that some of
their parts, due to their mass, can determine the
inertial behaviour (mass), and other parts
determine the elastic behaviour of the system
(the elasticity constant).
In the case of distributed systems subject to
vibrations, the conceptual mass and elasticity
components can no longer be separated. All the
parts of a body determine to the same extent both
the inertial and the elastic behaviour of the
system. In theory, these systems have unlimited
degrees-of-freedom (DoF). If the study is
performed using finite elements (FEM), then the
degrees-of-freedom becomes limited, and is
determined by the number of nodes of the
discretized structure. Each node of a structure
discretized through the finite element method
displays 3 degrees of freedom. Thus for a
discretized distributed system we will have
3⋅ Nnodes degrees of freedom.
Modal analysis entails the calculation of the
specific modes of vibrations of a structure. It is
performed within the free vibrations hypothesis
and in the lack of amortization.
If in the calculation of the specific
frequencies, the amortization is also taken into
consideration, the obtained results refer to the
structure’s frequencies of resonance [6]. A
vibration mode is defined as one favourite
modality of vibration for a given structure.
The characteristics of a vibration mode are:
• the frequency of the vibration;

f1 < f 2 < ... < f k < ... < f N or
T1 > T2 > ... > Tk > ... > TN

(1)

Where
fk – is the specific frequency of k order;
Tk – is the specific time of k order.
The inferior modes (with low frequencies)
determine the maximization of the kinetic
energy and the minimization of the elastic
energy of the vibrating structure, while the
superior modes (with high frequencies)
determine the maximization of the elastic energy
and the minimization of the kinetic energy.
The solution to the problem of vibrations is
the modal superposition analysis method. This
analysis method can be associated with the
deformation direction according to the elasticity.
Consequently, we can consider an object in a
certain vibration mode as a system with a single
DoF, which has the characteristics (elasticity,
mass, deformation direction) of the properties of
the mode in question. Determining the number
of modes subject to analysis is extremely
important. If one considers that 3 modes are
significant then we can emulate the system using
3 oscillators with one degree of freedom. In this
respect, the number of the DoF of the system is
reduced to three, regardless of its complexity.
Taking into consideration the linear system, the
problem consists in determining the response to
vibrations through the superposition of three
systems with one degree of freedom. Figure 11
shows the principle of the method of modal
superposition analysis [7], [9].
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Fig.12 The safety limits of the resonance frequencies

Fig.11 The principle of the method of modal
superposition analysis

3.2 The resonance of the vibrating structures

A structure exposed to dynamic loads, with a
certain frequency similar to any of its natural
frequencies, will present major effort and
deformations, a phenomenon known as
resonance. Thus we address the problem of
establishing the possibility that a specific
dynamic load would determine the resonance of
the structure in which it operates [7], [11].
To avoid resonance problems, the analysed
system must accomplish the relation:
f rk ≤ 0,8 ⋅ f 0

( k = 1... n )

(2)

where:
f0 – is the frequency of excitation (in other
words, f0 is the frequency of the dynamic load
expected);
frk – is the resonant frequency of k order of the
system analysed;
n –the maximum number of modes analysed
(usually n ≤ 6 ).
In a similar way it can be stated that:
f rk ≥ 1, 2 ⋅ f 0

( k = 1... n )

(3)

meaning that the resonant frequencies taken into
consideration should be 20 % more or less as
compared to the expected frequency or, in order
to avoid the resonance phenomenon, the
dynamic load frequency should be outside the
closed interval in figure 12.

This criterion applies to every natural
frequency taken into consideration to assess the
possibility of the occurrence of the resonance
phenomenon.
A significant problem regarding modal
analysis consists in establishing the minimum
number of modes which determine satisfactory
results. A correct evaluation of the number of
modes to be analysed is based on the concept of
EMPF (Effective Mass Participation Factor).
This offers a value for the energy that each mode
of resonance contains.
It represents the mass of the system
participating in a given mode. Its expression is
[7]:
⃗ ⋅
⃗ ⋅

⋅⃗
⋅⃗

(4)

where:
[ M ] – mass matrix of structure;
⃗ – normalized deformation shapes;
r
r – coefficient of the movement influence.
A mode having a high effective-mass,
contributes significantly to the system’s
response. The EMPF can be calculated for
distinct deformation directions X, Y and Z, on
condition that the sum of the effective-masses
for all the modes in one specific direction is
equal to the total mass structure.
For a certain direction, the sum of all the
EMPF (Effective Mass Participation Factors)
represents the CEMPF (Cumulative Effective
Mass Participation Factor).
When the CEMPF is between 80% and 90%
interval in any response direction, it means that
the main dynamic response of the structure was
obtained [7]:
n

80 ≤ 100 ⋅  pi ≤ 90

(5)

i =1

where:
n – the considered number of modes.
Consequently, if it’s expected to have a
vibration in direction X, the calculus modes
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must be evaluated till the sum of all EMPFs in
that direction becomes approximately 80 to
90%.
Practically, one must verify the condition that
CEMPF

n

p
i =1

i

bucket-wheel boom and the actual digging
process [4], [10].

is 80% to 90% for those

indications (X, Y or Z) where it is expected to
have a dynamic load.
3.3 Determining the modal frequencies of the
ERc 1400 BWE boom
Using the model of the boom presented
above, we have performed its modal analysis
under two different circumstances: with boom
hoisting cables and without hoisting cables
which lift the BWE boom.
As we have conducted the modal analysis in
the presence of gravity, thus under the
circumstances of preloading the boom’s
structure, we have used the solving method
“Direct sparse solver” of the SOLIDWORKS®
application [7].
It is necessary to underline that one must not
mistake the preloading of a structure for the
stress which causes the vibration. The modal
analysis is performed in preloading conditions or
when the analysed structure is considered free
(without fastening and preloading restrictions).
With the analysed structure, gravity
determines a preloading of the excavator boom
through its specific mass, the drive mechanism
kinematic chain mass, the boom mounted
conveyor mass, and the bucket-wheel mass [5],
[8].
We have performed the modal frequency
analysis for the first 49 modes. Figure 13
presents the CEMPF for the 3 directions of the
coordinates system, while figure 14 displays a
screenshot of the modal frequencies and their
corresponding modes.
Based on figure 13 one can reach the
conclusion the number of modes analysed are
enough, since the CEMPF in the X and Y
directions,
beginning
with
mode
11
(approximately 17 Hz) will exceed 80%. They
will also remain constant until mode 49.
In the directions X and Y, vibrations that
induce stress will appear. This is expected
because of the construction characteristics of the

Fig.13 CEMPF for directions X, Y and Z

Fig.14 Modal frequencies (in the presence of the boom’s
hoisting cables and considering gravity)

The cumulative-effective mass participation
factor in direction Z, will exceed 30% after mode
26 (approximately 19 Hz) and will present slight
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variations until mode 49. As in this direction we
do not expect any vibration stresses, it’s
assumed that for direction Z, all the 49 analysed
modes are enough, since from mode 36 onward
the CEMPF in Z direction stays constant.
Figure 15 presents the EMPF for direction X.
It can be stated that the first mode, correspondent
to a 1.9779 Hz frequency, is the mode for which
the top percentage (over 60%) of the EMPF is
cumulated for direction X. Mode 2 also reveals

the registered values, it can be observed that for
the first two modes in the Y direction the values
are reversed compared to those obtained in
direction X. For direction Y, mode 1 presents an
EMPF exceeding 10%, while mode 2 presents an
EMPF exceeding 60%.
Figure 17 illustrates the EMPF for direction
Z. It can be noted that the values are almost
negligible for the first two modes. They become
significant starting with mode 3, and the

Fig.15 The EMPF for direction X (in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)

Fig.16 The EMPF for direction Y (in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)

Fig.17 The EMPF for direction Z (in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)

a percentage of over 10%, a 2.1092 Hz
frequency being displayed.
EMPF for direction Y is represented in figure
16. From the point of view of the proportions of

maximum value is registered for mode 10, with
a value close to 9%. This corresponds to a
16.841 Hz frequency.
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In figure 18 we illustrated the deformation
trend of the excavator boom in direction X for
vibration mode 1 (1.9779 Hz).
Figure 19 highlights the deformation
tendency of the excavator’s boom in the Y
direction for the vibration mode 2 (2.1092 Hz).
Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the deformation
trend of the excavator boom in the Z direction

for modes 6 and 10, with the corresponding
frequencies of 9.2999 Hz and 16.841 Hz
respectively.
Analysing figure 20 we can conclude that
mode 6 shows a bending of the load-bearing
beams in the upper and lower chord, and also the
flexure of wind bracings in the left and right
girder.

Fig.18 Deformation of the boom on direction X for mode 1
(1.9779 Hz - in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)

Fig. 19 Deformation of the boom on direction Y for mode 2
(2.1092 Hz - in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)

Fig. 20 Deformation of the boom on direction Z for mode 6
(9.2999 Hz - in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)

Fig. 21 Deformation of the boom on direction Z for mode 10
(16.84 Hz - in the presence of the boom’s hoisting cables and considering gravity)
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Figure 21 shows for mode 10 flexure of wind
bracings in the left and right girder, which are
more accentuated for the left part of the beam
structure.
In an analogue mode we performed the modal
analysis of the excavator boom structure in the
absence of its hoisting cables and without taking
gravity into consideration.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained shows after analysis
that the presence of the hoisting cables of the
boom, has a significant role in the modal
analysis.
They reverse the proportion of the EMPF in
the X and Y directions for which an important
vibration contribution is expected.
Thus, taking into consideration the BWE
boom hoisting cables, the maximum value of
the EMPF is determined for mode 1 in direction
X, and for direction Y, its maximum value is
obtained for mode 2.
The absence from the analysis of the boom
hoisting cables, determines a maximum value
of the EMPF in the X direction for mode 2 and
in the Y direction for mode 1.
The presence of the cables in the modal
analysis of the boom structure determines a
doubling of the frequency of the first mode.
The obtained results illustrate a diminished
influence of gravity in the modal analysis of the
structure of the BWE boom.
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Analiza modală prin simulare și modelare a brațului excavatorului cu rotor ERc-1400
în timpul procesului de excavare
Rezumat: Excavatoarele cu rotor sunt supuse vibrațiilor generate de tăierea materialului. Cel mai
expus subansamblu este brațul excavatorului, care are atât rol de susținere al roții port-cupe cât și de
poziționare verticală a acesteia la poziția de tăiere. Frecvenţa vibraţiilor datorate tăierii rocilor
depinde de numărul cupelor de pe rotor şi de viteza de rotaţie a acestuia. În lucrare propunem un
model al braţului excavatorului pentru care am realizat analiză modală utilizând SolidWorks
Simulation. Analiza modală este fundamentală în studiul răspunsului dinamic în frecvență al unei
structuri, studiu care va face obiectul unei lucrări viitoare.
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